Transform products, increase efficiency and optimize operations!

In a cloud-first, mobile-first and AI-driven world, legacy applications are most likely holding back the
transformation of business initiatives. The cost of expanding functionality or befitting with new
technologies is too expensive.
Modernizing legacy web applications and migrating them into Azure in an entirely new shape creates
enterprise-wide agility and provides a great opportunity to scale with new advancements and achieve
targeted business outcomes.

Engage the Experts

Look for the Highest Value Change
Our experts provide modernization-strategy consultancy to evaluate and determine the need to revamp,
replace or retire enterprise systems and build a roadmap for the future.
The move continues with rebuilding and migrating applications into Azure, integrating upgrades of related
infrastructure, data and configurations and gaining the benefit of DevOps continuous integration and
deployment methodologies.

Lead an Efficient Transition

Modernization Approach & Implementation
We provide an intelligent evaluation and modernization of legacy apps leveraging the power of Azure in
terms of platform, infrastructure, architecture, hosting, business and technical functionalities. We ensure
that pillars of interpretability, integration, security, scalability, high performance and data-driven
intelligence are built in our modernization engagements.
Refactor
Recraft existing application by applying new
technologies and new architecture that
adapt to new digital trends.
Re-Platform
Convert existing applications to a
modernized platform based on cloud native
development to reduce on-premises
implementation risks, increase simplicity in
workload management capabilities and
integrate with AI, BI and process
automation features.

Why Link Development

Secure
Implement centralized security polices
and apply them to networks, firewalls for
seamless connectivity between solution
components utilizing cloud services as per
need.
Comply
Adhere to modern solution development,
deployment and integration
methodologies using DevOps capabilities
and deploy as Containers, PaaS or IaaS.
Change Management
Establish change management needed for
an efficient and effective cloud
transformation.

We are a Microsoft Global SI (System Integrator) Partner, Certified CSP (Cloud Service Provider), with 17 Gold and
Silver Microsoft competencies such as Gold Cloud Platform, Gold Cloud Productivity with advanced
specializations in Windows Server and SQL Server Migration to Microsoft Azure and Modernization of Web
Applications to Microsoft Azure.
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